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Abstract: This paper presents an optimized hardware architecture of the inverse quantization and the inverse transform
(IQ/IT) for a high-efficiency video coding (HEVC) decoder. Our highly parallel and pipelined architecture was designed
to support all HEVC Transform Unit (TU) sizes: 4 × 4, 8 × 8, 16 × 16 , and 32 × 32 . The IQ/IT was described in the
VHSIC hardware description language and synthesized to Xilinx XC7Z020 field-programmable gate array (FPGA) and to
TSMC 180 nm standard-cell library. The throughput of the hardware architecture reached in the worst case a processing
rate of up to 1080 p at 33 fps at 146 MHz and 1080 p at 25 fps at 110 MHz when mapped to FPGA and standard-
cells, respectively. The validation of our architecture was conducted on the ZC702 platform using a Software/Hardware
(SW/HW) enviro nment in order to evaluate different implementation methods (SW and SW/HW) in terms of power
consumption and run-time. The experimental results demonstrate that the SW/HW accelerations were enhanced by
more than 70% in terms of the run-time speed relative to the SW solution. Besides, the power consumption of the
SW/HW designs was reduced by nearly 60% compared with the SW case.

Key words: High-efficiency video coding decoder, IDCT, inverse quantization, software/hardware environment, field-
programmable gate array

1. Introduction
High-efficiency video coding decoder (HEVC) is one of the new video coding standards developed by the ITU
and the ISO/IEC, specially designed to address all the crippling limitations of the H.264/AVC standard. In
comparison to the AVC, HEVC [1, 2] provides a better coding efficiency, including the reduction of bitrate by
half at the same picture quality with a loss of 3 times in coding blocks complexity. In this paper, we focus
particularly on the HEVC decoder layer which is based on the same structure of the H.264/AVC with some
improvements in each coding step. The different decoding steps are illustrated in Figure 1 below.

The HEVC coding structure replaces the traditional macroblock by a quadtree-based block partition based
on coding tree block (CTB). The latter can be divided into variable units called large coding units (LCUs) of
sizes 16× 16 to 64× 64 instead of 16× 16 only. In turn, each LCU can be split recursively into coding units
(CUs) with each of them representing the basic unit. At this level, a decision is made to fix whatever partition
is adopted for the prediction process (inter- or intracoding). In our case, the prediction algorithm is operated
at the level of prediction units (PU), the sizes of which vary from 4 × 4 to 64 × 64 . Depending on the PU
∗Correspondence: abenatitallah@ju.edu.sa
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Figure 1. HEVC decoder layer.

partition adopted, inverse quantization and transform (IQ/IT) algorithms are performed at the level of those
at (TUs) whose size can be 4× 4 , 8× 8 , 16× 16 , and 32× 32 . This variable size approach particularly helps
to attain HD video resolutions. In fact, larger TU sizes achieve better energy compaction. Yet, they increase
the computational complexity exponentially.

However, IQ/IT are heavily used in the HEVC decoder [3]. It accounts for 18% of the computational
complexity of an HEVC video decoder. Since the standardization of the HEVC codec, researchers have worked
continuously to reduce decoder complexity by adopting hardware acceleration as a solution. In fact, Martuza et
al. [4] present a shared architecture that supports both 1D-IDCT 8× 8 for HEVC and H.264/AVC using a new
mapping technique. This approach is able to decode 1080 p at 67 fps using CMOS 180 nm technology. However,
Chiang et al. exploit in [5] an optimized method for 2D-IDCT which generates new coefficients transformed from
the already calculated coefficients. This architecture has since not only reduced the occupied area significantly
and also met the throughput of 3840 × 2160 at 30 fps using CMOS 90 nm technology. However, Liang et
al. [6] present an architecture that supports the 2D integer inverse discrete sine transform (2D-IDST) and 2D
integer inverse discrete cosine transform (2D-IDCT) using two 1D-IDCT/IDST units and memory block. This
architecture calculates 4 residual pixels in parallel in each clock cycle. This design can decode 7680× 4320 at
30 fps. Furthermore, Goebel et al. [7] illustrate an efficient multisize hardware for DCT transform algorithm
dedicated to support all HEVC TU sizes 4 × 4 , 8 × 8 , 16 × 16 , and 32 × 32 . The synthesis results using a
Nangate 45nm standard-cell library allow a processing rate of 1080 p at 30 fps. In addition, Chen et al. [8]
design a 2D inverse transform architecture that supports all TU sizes. This architecture can compute two rows
in parallel during the 1D-IDCT instead of only one. In this case, the maximum throughput achieved is about
4K at 54 fps with the Xilinx Zynq platform. In [9], Ercan et al. propose an energy reduction technique that
helps to lower the computational complexity present in the IDST and IDCT algorithms for all transform core
sizes. In the worst of cases, this architecture can process 4K at 48 fps. Finally, in [10], Mohamed et al. provide
a system-on-chip FPGA platform based on Xilinx Zynq to integrate the DCT coding block as an accelerator.
The proposed design is capable to perform the coding of 1080 at 30 fps.

In this paper, we propose an optimized hardware architecture for IQ/IT algorithm. The IQ/IT architec-
ture is developed using the VHSIC hardware description language (VHDL) [11] and integrated as an intellectual
property (IP) core into a system-on-programmable-chip (SoPC) platform for the improvement of the treatment
process [12]. However, the Xilinx Zynq-based FPGA platform [13] is an example of such circuit embedding a
dual Cortex A9 processor as a processing system (PS) and programmable logic (PL) gate arrays of the FPGA
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Series 7. Xilinx adopted the Advanced eXtensible Interface AXI4 of the Advanced Microcontroller Bus Archi-
tecture (AMBA) protocols to exchange data between the PS and the PL in an efficient and flexible way. In
this context, designers could better exploit the existing partitioning for software/hardware (SW/HW) [14, 15],
resulting in unrivaled levels of system performance, flexibility, scalability while providing system benefits in
terms of power reduction, lower cost, and faster time to market.

In this work, we present an overview of the IQ/IT algorithms for the HEVC decoder in Section 2. Section
3 describes the proposed HW architecture for the IQ/IT block and illustrates the comparison of the synthesis
results with previous designs proposed in literature. The SW/HW implementation and experimental validation
are reported on in Section 4. Finally, some concluding remarks are drawn in Section 5.

2. IQ/IT algorithms for HEVC decoder

In HEVC, both the IQ/IT are applied to the quantized transform coefficients resulting from the entropy decoding
algorithm. The HEVC quantizer is developed not only to maximize the trade-off between the bit-rate and the
image quality, but also to reduce the complexity of the inverse quantization process. However, the general
formula of inverse quantization [16, 17] is given in equation 1 which is valid for all TU sizes ranging from 4× 4

to 32× 32 .
CoeffIQ = ((level ∗ IQstep << (QP/6)) + offset) >> (M − 1 + (B − 8)), (1)

where CoeffIQ is the inverse quantized transform coefficient of the level which is the quantized transform
coefficient, offset is equal to 1<<(M-2+(B-8)), QP is the quantization parameter with a range of 0 to 51, M is
equal to log2 (N) where N is the TU size (4, 8, 16, or 32) and B is the bit depth. In order to avoid floating point
arithmetic operation in the formula of inverse quantization, the divisions are replaced by integer multiplications
involving the inverse quantization step (IQstep) size and arithmetic shifts. However, only six IQstep values are
computed in Table 1 which are determined according to the value of the QP with an increase of approximately
12%.

Table 1. Computed IQstep values according to QP.

QP%6 0 1 2 3 4 5
IQstep 40 45 51 57 64 72

The next step consists of applying the inverse transform. In fact, HEVC standard specifies the 2D-IDST
for intracoded luminance transform blocks of size 4× 4 pixels and the 2D-IDCT for all other transform blocks
(of sizes 4× 4 , 8× 8 ,16× 16 , and 32× 32 pixels). The unified equation defining the behavior of the 2D-IDCT
[18] is given as follows:

Y = ATXA, (2)

where AT , X, and Y are the transform block, the de-quantized block, and the result matrix (residual block),
respectively, with sizes varying from 4× 4 to 32× 32 pixels. The first matrix multiplication AT X corresponds
to 1D-IDCT/IDST with the core of the transform being the transposed A matrix which contains only integer
coefficients. The second matrix multiplication accomplished the 2D-IDCT/IDST transform using the A matrix.
According to the property of separability, the 2D-IDCT/IDST of a matrix of size N×N pixels can be decomposed
into two 1D-IDCT/DST of length N which are performed column-wise and row-wise.
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3. IQ/IT hardware architecture

The proposed architecture for IQ/IT, supporting 4×4 to 32×32 TU block sizes, is composed of two parts: the
inverse quantization part and the inverse transform (IDCT and IDST) part. Reusability and configurability are
the main features of this architecture where the architecture changes dynamically with the TU block size. In
addition, the pipelined structure is used to achieve high throughput. In this section, we present the proposed
architecture in detail, the synthesized results into Xilinx XC7Z020 FPGA as well as TSMC 180 nm standard-cells
[19], and we conclude the section by attempting a comparison of our results with those of previously published
works.

3.1. The inverse quantization hardware design
Figure 2 illustrates the proposed hardware architecture for inverse quantization. This architecture contains four
processing units ”Dequant_i” which are capable of processing 4 quantized pixels (Level0, ..., Level3) in parallel
every 2 clock cycles and a control unit which is responsible for managing the processing of all TUs. In other
words, the control unit receives input control signals (Reset, CLK, Start_IQ, QP and sel: select the TU size)
and generates all internal control signals for each stage and the output flag (Done_IQ) signal to indicate that
outputs CoeffIQ are valid.

Figure 2. The proposed hardware architecture for inverse quantization.

The block diagram of the processing unit ”Dequant_i” is presented in Figure 3. It allows the calculation
of one inverse quantized pixel every 2 clock cycles. In order to optimize the computational complexity shown in
the inverse quantization formulation (equation 1), the IQstep and QP/6 terms are stored in the ROM (Read-
only Memory) blocks which are addressed by QP values. Then, the IQstep from ROM1 is multiplied by Level
coefficient and left-shifted by value from ROM2. The last calculation step is to add an offset followed by a
right-shift whose values change according to the TU size.
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Figure 3. The processing unit ”Dequant_i” block diagram.

3.2. The 2D-IDCT/IDST hardware design

The proposed architecture of the 2D-IDCT/IDST is presented in Figure 4. The operation in this architecture
is performed in a sequential manner by exploiting the same 1D-IDCT/IDST processing unit to obtain 2D-
IDCT/IDST transforms. This proposition enables to attain the best trade-off between time and hardware cost.
According to Figure 4, this architecture is divided into three parts: 1D-IDCT/IDST, transpose memory and
control unit which receives input control signals (Reset, CLK, Start_IDCT and sel: select the TU size) and
generates all internal control signals for each stage and the output flag (Done_IDCT) signal to indicate that
outputs coefficients are valid.

The main core of our architecture is the 1D-IDCT/IDST unit. It is used to support all transform matrix
sizes (from 4 × 4 to 32 × 32 TUs). The IDCT equations defined in the HEVC test model decoder reference
software version 10 (HM10) [20] present many multiplications by constants, which is very costly in terms of
area and power consumption [21]. To reduce the computational complexity and increase the performance of the
proposed architecture, these multiplications are replaced by shift and addition operations. Table 2 shows how
to implement the most occurrent coefficients (2, 4, 9, 18, 36, 64, and 90) presented in all TU sizes using shift
and addition operations. The calculation of these coefficients is performed inside the component XCoeff (Figure
5). On the other hand, the less redundant coefficients in Table 2 are calculated based on Xcoeff block by using
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Figure 4. Architecture of the 2D-IDCT/IDST.

adders/subtractors operations in terms of the refinement blocks (R0 to R3 in Figure 5). Therefore, as shown in
Table 3, the number of adder and shift operations in the proposed architecture is reduced by nearly 10% and
20% compared to the works presented in [22] and [23], respectively. In [23], a multiple constant multiplication
(MCM) circuit was used to implement the multiplication coefficients in DCT algorithm using shifters and adders
instead of regular multipliers.

On the other hand, it can be noticed from Figure 5 that the decomposition method based on an even–
odd algorithm for all inverse transform matrices is used in order to achieve hardware sharing across transform
sizes. Thus, the butterfly of 1D-IDCT4 is the even part of the 1D-IDCT8, itself is in turn the even part of the
1D-IDCT16 and this is repeated to build the 1D-IDCT32. These features allow us to better optimize hardware
resources and facilitate the implementation stage. However, the implementation of the 1D-IDST4 is conducted
separately from the 1D-IDCT4 using a multiplexer as shown in Figure 6. The 1D-IDST equations are hence
kept the same as provided in the HEVC decoder (HM10) with the exception of the multiplications which are
replaced by shift and addition operations. Our architecture processes both the 1D-IDCT4 and the 1D-IDCT8
in 3 clock cycles. However, 5 clock cycles are required for the 1D-IDCT16 and the 1D-IDCT32.

In our proposed architecture, after achieving the 1D-IDCT/IDST column process, the calculated inter-
mediate coefficients are stored in a transpose memory, then used as inputs for the 1D-IDCT/IDST row process.
Each 8 intermediate coefficients are concatenated in 128-bit (8 × 16 -bit) to minimize the memory access. As
shown in Figure 7, the transpose memory is implemented based on 32 FIFO (First In First Out) memory blocks
to support all TU sizes. In fact, the 1D-IDCT4 requires 4 FIFOs to store all coefficients of a 4 × 4 TU while
the 1D-IDCT8 requires 8 FIFOs to store all coefficients of an 8 × 8 TU. In the case of the 1D-IDCT16 and
the 1D-IDCT32, they require 16 and 32 FIFOs, respectively. Each FIFO is designed to read/write four 128-bit
values in 4 clock cycles. Moreover, the main goals of the MUX and DEMUX in Figure 7 are to decide between
the 1D and 2D transforms and fix the size of matrix (4, 8, 16, or 32) that will be treated by the hardware
design. In fact, the results of the 1D-IDCT column are generated column by column with each column being
stored in one FIFO. Therefore, 1 clock cycle is needed to store one column in the transpose memory for 4× 4
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Table 2. Transformation of the multiplication constants to the shift and addition operations.

Less
redundant
coefficients

Most redundant coefficients (+ used coefficients) Operation
X2 X4 X9 X18 X36 X64 X90

<< 1 << 2 << 3 + 1 << 4 +X2 X4+ << 5 << 6 X64+
X18+ << 3

X89 + X90-1
X88 + + X90 −X2

X87 + + X90 −X4 + 1

X85 + + X90 −X4 − 1

X83 + + X64 +X18 + 1

X82 + + X64 +X18

X80 + X64+ << 4

X78 + + + X64 +X18 −X4

X75 + + + X64 +X9 +X2

X73 + + X64 +X9

X70 + + + X64 +X4 +X2

X67 + + X64 +X2 + 1

X61 + + X64 −X2 − 1

X57 + + + X64 −X9 +X2

X54 + + X36 +X18

X50 + X18+ << 5

X46 + + X64 −X18

X43 + + + X36 +X9 −X2

X38 + + X36 +X2

X31 + + + X18 +X9 +X4

X25 + X9+ << 4

X22 + + X18 +X4

X13 + + X9 +X4

Table 3. Comparison of the operations numbers.

Architectures/Operations Additions Shifts Multiplications
HM Original 402 32 344
Proposed 500 234 −
[22] 548 249 −
[23] 682 278 −

and 8 × 8 TU sizes. Two and 4 clock cycles are needed for 16 × 16 and 32 × 32 TU sizes, respectively. Once
the operation of the 1D inverse transform is achieved, the memorized values resulting from 1D-IDCT/IDST
are de-concatenated and processed row by row by the 2D inverse transform. This mechanism is summarized in
Figure 8 where the 2D-IDCT/IDST hardware architecture finalizes IDCT operations for 4× 4 , 8× 8 , 16× 16 ,
and 32× 32 TU sizes in 28, 54, 165, and 327 clock cycles, respectively.
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Figure 5. The 1D-IDCT block diagram
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3.3. Hardware architecture of IQ/IT

Figure 9 describes the proposed architecture for the IQ/IT component of the HEVC decoder. This architecture
contains the inverse quantization and transform blocks as well as the control unit which is used to synchronize
both the access and data processing of the whole design. Our proposed architecture is thus designed to include
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both algorithms in the same hardware and used to decode the residual coefficients for 4 × 4 , 8 × 8 , 16 × 16 ,
and 32 × 32 TU sizes. Accordingly, the inverse quantization is applied and followed by 1D-IDCT/IDST for
each column and row of TUs by exploiting the pipeline technique existing between both blocks. This enables
our architecture to receive 4× 16 -bit quantized pixels simultaneously every 2 clock cycles and to process them
simultaneously by means of the de-quantization block. Then, each inverse quantized column of an N×N sized
TU is processed by the 1D-IDCT/IDST. To accelerate data treatment, the pipeline technique is used between
the inverse quantization and the 1D-IDCT/IDST hardware blocks so that the inverse quantization of the second
column starts at the same time as the 1D-IDCT/IDST of the first column. The intermediate pixels processed
by the 1D-IDCT/IDST are stored into transpose memory to be used as inputs for the 2D inverse transform
process. Indeed, the 1D-IDCT/IDST is applied on the coefficients of the matrix row. Finally, the reconstructed
residual block is obtained through ”data_out” signal in N clock cycles which is dependent on the matrix size
(4, 8, 16, and 32).

The operation of the IQ/IT architecture for a matrix of size 4×4 is conducted using the pipeline process
as shown in Figure 10. Two clock cycles are enough to complete the inverse quantization of the first column
followed by a memorization cycle. Then, each obtained column is processed by 1D-IDCT4/IDST4 and stored
in a transpose memory block to be used for the 2D inverse transform. All in all, 34 clock cycles are enough
to achieve the IQ/IT for a 4× 4 sized matrix. Further, the IQ/IT for an 8× 8 sized TU is carried out in the
same way as for the 4× 4 sized TU. At this stage, 6 clock cycles are required to de-quantify and store the first
column and 63 clock cycles to operate all 8 × 8 TUs. For the rest of the matrix sizes, the calculation of the
1D-IDCT16 and the 1D-IDCT32 must begin after 12 and 24 clock cycles, respectively. Then, taking advantage
of the pipeline process between the inverse quantization and the 1D-IDCT hardware blocks, the operation of
the 2D-IDCT16 and the 2D-IDCT32 is finished after 218 and 684 clock cycles, respectively.
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3.4. Results of the IQ/IT implementation

The IQ/IT hardware architecture is designed by dint of the VHDL language, simulated with the Mentor Graphics
ModelSim simulation tool, and synthesized with two different technologies: the Loenardo Spectrum tool using
TSMC 180nm standard cells and the Xilinx XC7Z020 FPGA with speed grade 3 using Xilinx vivado 2015.2. The
comparisons in terms of technology, frequency, area, and frame rate of the proposed architecture and previous
works under ASIC technology are summarized in Table 4.

According to the findings presented in Table 4, the 2D-IDCT/IDST architecture proposed in this paper
yields an area optimization of about 39% and 16% with less performance compared to [5] and [6], respectively,
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Table 4. Implementation results of the 2D-IDCT/IDST and IQ/IT blocks under ASIC.

Design Martuza
et al. [4]

Chiang
el al. [5]

Liang
et al. [6]

Goebel
et al. [7]

Proposed
2D-IDCT/IDST

Proposed
IQ/IT

Technologies
(nm)

180 90 65 45 180 180

Total gates
(Kgates)

12.3 133.8 183.6 97.3 112 123

Memory
(Kbits)

- - 32.7 - 16 16

Frequency
(MHz)

211.4 270 435 50 110 110

fps 1080 p at 67 4K at 30 8K at 30 1080 p at 30 1080 p at 30
4K at 8

1080 p at 25
4K at 6

Transform
size

8× 8 4× 4 to
32× 32

4× 4 to
32× 32

4× 4 to
32× 32

4× 4 to
32× 32

4× 4 to
32× 32

Algorithms 1D-DCT 2D-IDCT 2D-IDCT 1D-DCT 2D-IDCT/IDST 2D-IQ&IDCT
/IDST /IDST

knowing that [5] and [6] use recent technology and high frequency. On the other hand, the designs [4] and [7]
propose the implementation only of the 1D-DCT which can achieve 1080 p at 67 fps and 1080 p at 30 fps,
respectively. However, our proposed designs for 2D-IDCT/IDST and IQ/IT can reach 1080 p at 30 fps and
1080 p at 25 fps in worst case, respectively. Hence, our designs have better performances than [4] and [7] in
terms of frame rate and use lower gate count than [5] and [6].

Table 5. Implementation results of the 2D-IDCT/IDST and the IQ/IT blocks under FPGA.

Design Chen
et al. [8]

Ercan
et al.[9]

Mohamed
et al. [10]

Proposed
2D-IDCT
/IDST

Kammoun
et al. [3]

Proposed
IQ/IT

FPGA Xilinx Zynq Virtex 6 Xilinx Zynq XC7Z020 Xilinx Zynq XC7Z020
LUTs 5.8K 38.7K 5.6K 24.5K 22.6K 25K
FF - 11.7K 4.7K 13.2K 18.8K 13.7K
RAM/FIFO
(Kbits)

- 1152 10 16 24 16

Frequency
(MHz)

222 150 - 146 100 146

DSP Blocks 128 - 108 - 44 4
fps 4K at 54 4K at 48 1080 p at 30 1080 p at 40 1080 p at 9 1080 p at 33

4K at 8
Algorithms 2D-IDCT

/IDST
2D-IDCT
/IDST

2D-DCT 2D-IDCT
/IDST

2D-IQ&IDCT
/IDST

2D-IQ&IDCT
/IDST

HLS no no yes no yes no
Transform sizes 4× 4 to

32× 32
4× 4 to
32× 32

4× 4 to
 32× 32

4× 4 to
32× 32

4× 4 to
32× 32

4× 4 to
32× 32

Table 5 presents the complete synthesis results of the 2D-IDCT/IDST and the IQ/IT architectures under
the Zynq XC7Z020 FPGA and the comparison with related works. According to these results, the percentage of
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LUTs used by the 2D-IDCT/IDST is decreased by nearly 37% compared to [9]. Furthermore, our architecture
does not use any DSP blocks as in [8] and [10]. The frame rate of the proposed 2D-IDCT/IDST represents
enhancements of 25% compared to [10]. On the other hand, not only does our IQ/IT hardware architecture
use about 47% of the LUTs, but it also employs only 2% and 1% of the available DSPs and block RAMs,
respectively. In worst case, the proposed IQ/IT architecture allows the decoding of 1080 p at 33 fps at 146
MHz which presents an improvement of about 72% relative to [3]. By and large, the architecture that we have
designed here is very appropriate to the HEVC decoder aiming for full HD real-time processing.

Table 6 presents the estimated throughput according to average numbers of TUs over various video
sequences [24]. From this table, it is obvious that the throughput of the proposed 2D-IDCT/IDST and 2D-
IQ&IDCT/IDST architectures can reach up to 4K at 35 fps at and 4K at 21 fps at 146 MHz, respectively.

Table 6. Estimated frame rate according to average numbers of TUs.

HEVC decoder 2D-IDCT/IDST 2D-IQ&IDCT/IDST
TUs Size % of used TUs [24] clock cycles fps clock cycles fps
32× 32 40% 327 684
16× 16 30% 165 4K at 35 218 4K at 21
8× 8 18% 54 1080 p at 141 63 1080 p at 84
4× 4 12% 28 34

4. SW/HW performance evaluation

Figure 11 illustrates the SW/HW implementation of the IQ/IT architecture on the ZC702 based platform [25].
The software can be carried out using the dual core ARM Cortex A9 with an operating frequency of up to
700 MHz and compiled with a standalone application using a software development toolkit in the Windows
development environment. However, the HW blocks are created and customized using the Xilinx platform
studio.

IQ/IT 
stream

Interface 
AXI DMA

HP
32 /64 bits

Memory
interconnect

DDR
Memory

Axi 4-Stream 
Data

Axi 4-Stream 
Data

Axi 4-Stream 
Control

Processing System

Programmable Logic

Configuration DMA

Figure 11. Heterogeneous SW/HW system
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From Figure 11, we can see that the communication between the ARM Cortex A9 processor and the
IQ/IT hardware block is carried out using the AXI4-stream interface [21, 26] which is specially designed for
maximum bandwidth access to the on-chip memory and DDR memory of the PS. This mode of transfer supports
unlimited data burst sizes and provides point-to-point streaming data without using any addresses. However,
it is necessary to fix a starting address to begin a transaction between the processor and HW block. In our
case, the AXI DMA (Direct Memory Access) peripheral is introduced between the IQ/IT hardware block and
SW parts as presented in Figure 11 in order to provide a high bandwidth for data transfer.

The experimental validation is limited to the 16× 16 sized TU because the total space of the XC7Z020
FPGA cannot support the generated interface for the 32 × 32 sized TU. On the other hand, the SW/HW
implementation of the IQ/IT hardware block in the XC7Z020 FPGA is realized through Vivado 2015.2 tool
for the 4 × 4 , 8 × 8 , and 16 × 16 sized TUs. As a result, this system requires 17.5k (33%) LUTs, 22 (16%)
RAM blocks and 8 (4%) DSP blocks. The measurement is carried out for the execution time and the power
consumption in the SW/HW context of the IQ/IT block in order to estimate the performance compared to
the SW implementation. In fact, the processor timer is used to determine the execution time. The power
consumption measurement is done by using Texas Instruments fusion digital power designer software. The SW
implementation is realized based on the HEVC reference software decoder (HM10.0). For verification, The 100
TUs blocks are selected from the 1080p full high definition (FHD) sample encoded video with different sized
TUs (4 × 4 to 16 × 16) and QP values equal to 22, 27, 32 and 37. Hence, Figure 12 presents execution time
and power consumption comparison between the SW and the SW/HW implementations of the IQ/IT.

 
(a)  (b)  

IQ/IT 4x4 IQ/IT 8x8 IQ/IT 16x16

SW 2.8 9.24 47.48

SW/HW 5.02 6.04 10.6
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Figure 12. Execution time (a) and power consumption (b) comparison between the SW and the SW/HW implementa-
tions of the IQ/IT

From Figure 12a, we can notice that the execution time depends on the size of the block. Indeed, we can
achieve a gain of about 70% when adopting the SW/HW solution with TU of size 16× 16 compared to the SW
solution. Otherwise, in the case of 4× 4 TU, the SW implementation seems better than SW/HW case. In this
case, the variation of the execution time is absolutely influenced by the reset time of DMA, design complexity,
and also the amount of data communicated between processor and hardware block. Therefore, acceleration
efficiency will be highlighted when increasing the complexity of the hardware design. Additionally, the power
consumption measurement shows that about 60% is saved with the SW/HW solution compared to the SW
solution as illustrated in Figure 12b. This gain can be explained by the fact that the operating frequency of the
SW is about 700 MHz while the SW/HW design is influenced by the frequency of the bus and hardware part
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which are equal to 100 MHz. These findings point out that the SW/HW solution allows a compromise between
the SW flexibility and the HW performance.

Table 7 presents a comparison between our SW/HW architecture and other realizations. The execution
time and the power consumption of our architecture are the average of the obtained values after executing the
SW/HW HEVC decoder using classes B, C, and D video sequences with QP values equal to 22, 27, 32 and 37.
From Table 7, we can conclude that our design has better performance than those in [27–29]. On the other
hand, our design allows a high decrease in power consumption equal to 99% with almost the same performance
compared to [30].

Table 7. Performance comparisons of the video decoder.

Ref fps Power consumption Decoder video Specification
(Watt)

[27] CIF at 0.0625 - H.264/AVC PowerPC 440 at 400 MHz
(INTER) (Linux/Xenomai)

[28] 1080 p at 1.45 - HEVC ARM Cortex-A9 processor at
(INTRA) 1.2 GHz

[29] 1080 p at 0.25 1.609 Watt HEVC ARM Cortex-A9
(INTER) processor at 700 MHz +

interpolation filter
accelerator at 100 MHz

[30] 1080 p at 9.1 15 Watt HEVC Tilera at 1.3 GHz
(INTER) (TILE-Gx8036)

Our Design 240 p at 15.5 0.107 Watt HEVC ARM Cortex-A9
480 p at 4 (INTRA) processor at 700 MHz + IQ/IT
1080 p at 1.5 accelerator at 100 MHz

5. Conclusion
High performance hardware architecture of the IQ/IT is proposed in this paper that is used for the HEVC
decoder. The proposed architecture is designed to support all HEVC Transform Unit (TU) sizes: 4× 4 , 8× 8 ,
16× 16 , and 32× 32 . The pipeline technique is used between the inverse quantization and the 1D-IDCT/IDST
to achieve a higher frame rate. The decoding speeds of 1080 p at 33 fps at 146 MHz and and 1080 p at 25
fps at 110 MHz were achieved when mapped onto Xilinx XC7Z020 FPGA and to TSMC 180 nm standard-cell,
respectively. Finally, the IQ/IT architecture is connected as coprocessor to the ARM Cortex A9 processor using
the AXI4-stream interface. Experimental results demonstrate that SW/HW accelerations are more than 70%
improved in terms of the run-time speed relative to the SW solution. Besides, estimated power consumption of
our designed systems is 60% less than the SW part which runs at 700 MHz.
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